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Abstract. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a widely-used 
and efficient technology for Dynamic Power management (DPM). To avoid 
hard faults caused by voltage and frequency scaling, some overhead always be 
imposed on the performance of applications due to the latency of DVFS. Be-
sides, on many-core architectures, the design of multiple voltage domains has 
made the latency of DVFS a much more significant issue. In this paper, we pro-
pose an efficient DVFS scheme to prevent hard faults, meanwhile eliminating 
the impact of latency of DVFS as possible. The main idea is applying Retroac-
tive Frequency Scaling (RFS) where the latency of DVFS might be introduced. 
Based on the analysis, our approach is expected to achieve noticeable perfor-
mance improvement on many-core architectures. 
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1 Introduction 

Low power has become a first-class design requirement in large-scale data centers 
and high performance computing systems. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling 
(DVFS) is a widely-used and efficient technology for Dynamic Power management 
(DPM) [1-3]. DVFS makes use of voltage scaling and frequency scaling to accom-
plish a trade-off between high performance and energy efficiency. Both of voltage 
scaling and frequency scaling take some latency to wait for voltage/frequency reach 
to given levels. However, the magnitudes of latency for voltage scaling and frequency 
scaling are much different. A frequency scaling only needs several CPU clock cycles, 
whereas a voltage scaling always needs tens, sometimes hundreds, of millisecond. 
Due to this difference, power state (voltage and frequency settings) could be in dan-
gerous states (e.g. current voltage can’t support the frequency) under some impropri-
ate operations. In these cases, hard faults will happen and cause the CPUs to stop 
operating permanently [4]. 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between voltage and frequency during DVFS. As 
each CPU frequency setting has a least voltage value supporting the CPU operating in 
theory, we can draw a “Safe Boundary” in the frequency-voltage space. With this 



boundary, all the voltage/frequency states could be classified into three categories. All 
the states above the boundary are dangerous because the voltages are not enough to 
support the frequency settings. The states just under the boundary are energy-efficient 
as the least voltages promise that no additional power is wasted. The states far below 
the boundary are non-power-efficient as some unnecessary voltage is wasted. For 
example, if we want to scale from s0 to s4 and scale up the frequency firstly, the fre-
quency will reach F1 from F0 quickly. However, as the voltage can’t scale up as soon 
as the frequency, the power state will be in dangerous state (like s3 state). In this dan-
gerous state, a hard fault will occur and the CPUs will stop operating permanently [4]. 

 
Fig. 1. Dangerous states causing hard faults during DVFS 

To avoid hard faults caused by voltage and frequency scaling, some overhead al-
ways be imposed on the performance of applications due to the latency of DVFS. For 
example, as discussed in [5], in the cases of scaling up voltage and frequency, voltage 
is scaled firstly and the frequency will be not scaled until the voltage has reach the 
given level. And during voltage scaling, the application is stalled waiting the voltage 
scaling to finish. Although preventing hard faults, this type of DVFS schemes will 
cause some performance lost due to busy waiting within the latency of voltage scal-
ing. 

Besides, on many-core architectures, the design of multiple voltage domains has 
made the latency of DVFS a much more significant issue. As investigated in [5], the 
latency of voltage scaling could be up to 195ms in Intel SCC [6] many-core chip. The 
long latency of DVFS in many-core architectures could makes the DVFS scheme 
much more inefficient.  

In this paper, we focus on the problem of inefficiency of DVFS due to latency of 
voltage scaling, especially for many-core architectures. We propose an efficient 
DVFS scheme to prevent hard faults, meanwhile eliminating the impact of latency of 
DVFS as possible. The main idea is applying Retroactive Frequency Scaling (RFS) 
where the latency of DVFS will be introduced. Instead of scaling frequency after 
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stalling the application during voltage scaling, we make the frequency scaling retroac-
tive and keep the application running during voltage scaling. 

The rest of the paper begins with an overview of related work in Section 2. Then 
we will introduce our efficient DVFS scheme with RFS methodology in Section 3. As 
we have not evaluated our approach using experiments yet, we analyze the benefit of 
our approach in Section 3.3. Section 4 summaries our work. 

2 Related Work 

DVFS on Many-core. DVFS technique is widely used for dynamic power man-
agement. However, in many-core architectures with tens or hundreds of cores in a 
single chip, e.g. Intel SCC, some new features of DVFS show up [5, 7, 8]. Rather than 
single voltage domain in one chip, multiple voltage domains are designed to separate 
cores into several independent power zones [6, 9]. Moreover, the latency of scaling 
voltage become much longer if scaling voltage simultaneously on multiple domains. 
Our previous work [5] investigated the feature of latency of DVFS on Intel SCC 
many-core platform, and proposed a latency-aware algorithm to avoid the aggressive 
power state transitions. 

Reliability of DVFS

4

. The negative effects of the DVFS technique on the system 
reliability have recently promoted the research on reliability-aware power manage-
ment (RAPM). A number of research works have already studied the effect of DVFS 
on reliability [ , 10-12]. Rosing et al. focused on the hard faults of Systems on Chip 
(SoCs) and studied the trade-off between reliability and power consumption [4]. Guo 
et al. study the RAPM problem for parallel real-time applications for shared memory 
multiprocessor systems in the presence of precedence constraints [11]. This paper will 
focus on the problem of inefficiency of DVFS due to latency of voltage scaling intro-
duced for reliability. And the reliability in the paper focuses on the hard faults caused 
impropriate operation of DVFS.  

3 Efficient DVFS with RFS 

Considering the non-negligible latency of DVFS on many-core architectures, we 
propose an efficient DVFS using retroactive frequency scaling in this Section. 

3.1 Case Study 

Firstly, let us consider a case of scaling up voltage and frequency. As shown in 
Figure 2, it’s the execution trace of a program running from T0 to T3

1. At T1, it de-
cides to make a DVFS operation to scaling up the voltage and frequency. Assume the 
power state at from T0 toT1

                                                           
1  In this paper, Ti, i.e. T1, T2, T3 and et al., denote specific timestamps in the execution trace of 

programs. 

 is power efficient state (with frequency and its least volt-
age). As it needs to scale up frequency, it has to scale up the voltage firstly to avoid 



hard faults. However, the voltage scaling cost a non-negligible latency of T2-T1 so 
that it becomes safe to scale up the frequency. Thus, the execution of this program 
takes run time of T3-T0

This is the traditional handling of voltage scaling and frequency scaling during 
DVFS. Obviously, this method is not efficient enough, especially when the latency of 
voltage scaling is non-negligible (e.g. the latency of voltage scaling on Intel SCC as 
investigated in [

, including the latency of voltage scaling. 

5]). 

 

Fig. 2. Traditional voltage and frequency scaling up 

3.2 Retroactive Frequency Scaling (RFS) 

To eliminate the impact of latency of DVFS and improve the efficiency, we pro-
pose a novel DVFS scheme, named retroactive frequency scaling (RFS). As shown in 
Figure 3, let us review the case in last sub-section, RFS keeps the program running 
after scaling up voltage at T1. Instead of stalling the program waiting for the voltage 
scaling up to given level, RFS makes the program running at the previous frequency 
setting during the latency of voltage scaling. When the voltage has reached the given 
level, we conduct the frequency scaling retroactively. By making use of the time slack 
during voltage scaling (from T1 to T2

 

), RFS is capable to improve the performance of 
the program. 

Fig. 3. Efficient voltage and frequency scaling up with retroactive frequency scaling 
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3.3 

The benefit of RFS is obvious. With RFS, the program could keep running without 
any stall. As the latency of frequency scaling is in the scale of clock cycle, we don’t 
consider it in this analysis. Thus, in the case shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the per-
formance improvement (speedup) of RFS could be estimated by: 

Analysis of Benefit 

 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑝 = 1 −
(𝑇1−𝑇0)+(𝑇2−𝑇1)+(𝑇3−𝑇2)−(𝑇2−𝑇1)∙𝐹𝑠𝐹𝑑

(𝑇1−𝑇0)+(𝑇2−𝑇1)+(𝑇3−𝑇2)
 (1) 

In Equation 1, the Fs denotes the frequency before scaling, and Fd

 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑝 = 𝑇2−𝑇1
𝑇3−𝑇0

∙ 𝐹𝑠
𝐹𝑑

 (2) 

 denotes the fre-
quency after scaling. Assuming the runtime performance (1/execution-time) is linearly 
with the frequency setting, (𝑇2 − 𝑇1) ∙ 𝐹𝑠

𝐹𝑑
 denoted the rough estimate of execution 

time saving due to applying RFS. The Equation 1 can be simplified into: 

In Equation 2, T2-T1 means the latency of voltage scaling (Tlatency_volt), and T3-T0 
means the whole execution time of the program under traditional DVFS (Tprogram

 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑝 = 𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦_𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚
∙ 𝐹𝑠
𝐹𝑑

 (3) 

). 
Hence, the equation can be denoted as: 

From the Equation 3, we can find that larger the latency of voltage scaling is, more 
speedup will be achieved from RFS methodology. In many-core architectures, as the 
latency of DVFS is non-negligible, our efficient DVFS scheme with RFS is expected 
to achieve noticeable performance speedup. 

4 Summary and Future Work 

In this paper, we propose an efficient DVFS scheme to prevent hard faults, mean-
while eliminating the impact of latency of DVFS as possible. Through our analysis, 
by applying Retroactive Frequency Scaling (RFS) methodology, we expect to achieve 
noticeable performance speedup. We are going to evaluate our approach on the Intel 
SCC many-core platform. According our previous work and experience done on this 
platform, we expect that our approach in the paper is feasible and efficient. 
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